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Dividing StripsDividing Strips

Denplex Dividing Strip has been used to divide the finishes of different types of
flooring materials such as tiles to tiles, tiles to marble / carpet etc.
It has been used to differnet types of project including shopping malls, hospital,
schools and airport. As well, it will help in protecting and decorating the middle 
and outside corners.

Unimetal Dividing Strips are manufactured in Stainless Steel as per AISI 304-1.4301
and AISI 316-1.4404, Aluminium Brass and Zinc & copper bronze finish.
Also comes in different sizes, thickness and finishes like mirror,
brush and paint depends on the Architectural Design.

Unimetal Dividing Strips are also manufactured our factory with straight and
curved profiles.

Code Thickness Size Height

DDS/L 10                         1.5-3 mm                          15 mm                     10 mm
DDS/L 15                         1.5-5 mm                          15 mm                     15 mm
DDS/L 20                         1.5-5 mm                           20 mm                    20 mm
DDS/L 50                         1.5-5 mm                           50 mm                    50 mm
DDS/L 80                         1.5-6 mm                           50mm                     80 mm

DDS/L 10

DDS/L 15

DDS/L 20

DDS/L 50

DDS/L 80

1.  Choose the Dividing Strip with the same height as the
     thickness of the covering 
2.  Screw the Dividing Strip using SS316 through bolt.
    or bolt with Sheiled Anchor 
3. Lays the tiles, aligning them so that the to pedge of the profile 
    is fluch with the tile .
4. Use the adhesive to seal any empty interstics.  

DDS/L10 DDS/L15 DDS/L20 DDS/L 50 DDS/L 80

*  Standard length 1.22mtr., 2.44 mtr. & 3mtr.

*  Any other size is available on the customer request.

    Note: The side (B) is perforated as per the site requirement.
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Denplex Dividing Strip has been used to divide the finishes of different types of
flooring materials such as tiles to tiles, tiles to marble / carpet etc.
It has been used to differnet types of project including shopping malls, hospital,
schools and airport. As well, it will help in protecting and decorating the middle 
and outside corners.

Unimetal Dividing Strips are manufactured in Stainless Steel as per AISI 304-1.4301
and AISI 316-1.4404, Aluminium Brass and Zinc & copper bronze finish.
Also comes in different sizes, thickness and finishes like mirror,
brush and paint depends on the Architectural Design.

Unimetal Dividing Strips are also manufactured our factory with straight and
curved profiles.

Code Thickness LENGTH Height

DDS/S 10                         1-20mm                          1.2-3 M                     10 mm
DDS/S 15                         1-20mm                          1.2-3 M                     15 mm
DDS/S 20                         1-20mm                          1.2-3 M                     20 mm
DDS/S 50                         1-20mm                          1.2-3 M                     50 mm
DDS/S 80                         1-20mm                          1.2-3 M                     80 mm

DDS/S 10

DDS/S 15

DDS/S 20

DDS/S 50

DDS/S 80

1.  Choose the Dividing Strip with the same height as the
     thickness of the covering 
2.  Screw the Dividing Strip using SS316 through bolt.
    or bolt with Sheiled Anchor 
3. Lays the tiles, aligning them so that the to pedge of the profile 
    is fluch with the tile .
4. Use the adhesive to seal any empty interstics.  

DDS/L10 DDS/L15 DDS/L20 DDS/L 50 DDS/L 80

*  Standard length 1.22mtr., 2.44 mtr. & 3mtr.

*  Any other size is available on the customer request.
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